
SECURE AUTOMATED 
MAIL BALLOT SOLUTIONS

RELIA-VOTE

High-integrity, automated mail
ballot processing helps to maintain
the high security demands of the
election community .

Secure Transparent
Ensure the mail ballot is printed,
assembled, inserted and
addressed correctly.

Piece-level tracking enables
monitoring, auditing, and
reporting throughout the mail
ballot process.

Accurate

 TM



Process mail ballots with integrity

The demand for mail ballots is on the rise for election officials 
nationwide. Our Relia-Vote solutions can help jurisdictions to securely 
and cost-effectively automate the processing of mail ballots to meet 
the ever-stricter requirements and timelines. 

Relia-Vote solutions provide accuracy, tracking, monitoring, auditing, 
and reporting across the entire outbound and inbound mail ballot 
process.

Proven.  Trusted.   Secure.

For over 20 years, BlueCrest has been helping election officials from
counties of all sizes to process mail ballots securely and accurately
using proven technology and best practices in process automation.
Relia-Vote offers software, printing, inserting, and sorting solutions
that can be stand-alone or integrated across all critical processes
including ballot preparation, assembly, delivery, authentication, and
reporting. The result is the highest level of data accuracy, assembly
integrity, chain-of-custody/visibility, ballot verification, and reporting to
make every aspect of mail ballot operations more effective, auditable,
scalable, and accurate.  No matter how many ballots you need to
process, Relia-Vote solutions can help. 



The Relia-Vote Ballot Manager software provides a secure way to
prepare, print, monitor, and track ballot packets sent to and returned
from voters.  Using the official ballot PDF created by the certified
election management system, this tool enables on-demand ballot
printing and audit file creation to enable “one-to-one” validation and
tracking of every ballot packet throughout the entire mail voting
process from ballot preparation, printing, and assembly through
delivery to the voters address and return back to the election office.
This is the foundation that provides the data and mail packet
accuracy and enhanced chain-of-custody/visibility demanded of
election officials by voters.

Print mail-in ballots and other election information with high-quality inkjet.

Prepare ballots

Print accurate ballots on demand

Our advanced inkjet technology makes it possible to cost-effectively
produce ballots in-house on demand.  Eliminate the cost and spoilage
associated with pre-printed/outsourced ballots while gaining flexibility
and confidence to meet growing paper ballot needs. Whether you
need 50,000 or 500,000 ballots, BlueCrest has proven experience and
solutions to help produce ballots that meet the exacting standards of
the tabulation community. The BlueCrest printing systems provide
high-quality print resolution to help ensure consistent ballot integrity
and tracking as part of an end-to-end solution.



High integrity ballot packet assembly
The Relia-Vote solution leverages our industry-leading inserting
platforms to accurately assemble, insert, and address all of the
components of the ballot packet into an envelope for mailing. These
solutions feature high-integrity capabilities including file-based
processing, ballot type matching, and content verification with
complete audit trails. In-line printing options help you take advantage
of mailpiece tracking by adding the Intelligent Mail barcode. Known
for their integrity and performance, BlueCrest inserters have been
used for over 20 years to accurately assemble and mail ballot packets
to voters.

Mail ballot tracking

The rise in mail balloting has also increased the demand for
transparency and monitoring of the process. Election officials now
need to manage, account for, track, and audit every mailed ballot
traveling to and from each voter. By using the Intelligent Mail® (IMb)
barcode, Relia-Vote solutions can help secure the highest USPS®
discounts and enable tracking of the delivery of every outbound and
inbound mail packet with easily accessible records.  Relia-Vote Ballot
Manager Software makes it easy to implement mail ballot tracking as
well as enabling one-to-one ballot processing.

Assemble mail ballot packets with speed and
integrity with BlueCrest inserters.



Outbound ballot processing

Process return ballots quickly

Relia-Vote sorting solutions can also be used to automate the
return ballot process with speed and accuracy. Proven sorter
technology inspects and validates each returned ballot packet
envelope while also automating many required processing
functions such as endorsing, verifying, sorting, and opening.  

Relia-Vote solutions help ensure the timely and accurate
completion of these critical steps while reducing labor and
supporting a secure and fully auditable mail ballot voting
process.

BlueCrest sorters process return ballots with speed and accuracy. 

Our industry-leading sorting platforms automate and optimize outbound
ballot processing. Election officials can realize the highest integrity,
accuracy, and accountability while reducing postage and labor costs.
Relia-Vote sorting solutions verify each outbound packet and archive
images of every piece mailed, all while achieving optimal postal rates and
postal service tracking. Help reduce risk by gaining transparency,
accuracy, and detailed forensics across the entire election process with
secure outbound ballot processing. 



Signature Verification Options

Inline Auto Signature Verification (ASV) software compares
signatures from the scanned ballot envelopes to those on file in
the voter registration system. Featuring industry-leading
verification software that protects against fraud, the Inline ASV
software will reduce the amount of time it takes to manually
verify each voter's signature. Alternatively, our Manual Signature
Verification (MSV) feature, allows an election staff to manually
compare the scanned signature image on the return envelope
against the signature on file presented side-by-side on a
computer screen for visual comparison and verification.

Our Service Promise

BlueCrest provides exceptional ongoing support services to meet
important county election expectations.  We believe in a client-
centered approach where your goals are our goals and are
committed to driving positive outcomes for your business.
Service is more than just fixing broken machines. provide
exceptional ongoing support services that will meet and exceed
the county election expectations. To thrive service needs to be a
strategy. The “BlueShirt Excellence” promise from our service
technicians, engineers, and support team makes sure your
People, Process and Technology are all working together. 

From Data Through Delivery  

Relia-Vote is part of the BlueCrest technology portfolio that covers the entire print and mail workflow. From "data
through delivery", with BlueCrest solutions your operations will work seamlessly. Together with our commitment to
continuous improvement, innovation and unmatched technical and maintenance support you can count on BlueCrest.
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